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OWENS GLASS HISTORY PROJECT

AN ORAL INTERVIEW WITH:
CONDUCTED BY:

DENNIS M. SILVIS

CHRISTIE KASPRZAK

DATE OF INTERVIEW:

SEPTEMBER 3, 1994

Christie: Today's date is September 3, 1994, and this interview is
with Mr. Dennis Silvis. Is that your full name?
Dennis:

Dennis M. Silvis.

Christie:
Maybe
employment.

we

can

begin with

a

brief

history

of

your

Dennis: Okay, I started with Owens-Illinois in 1968, directly out
of college. And have moved fourteen times with the company, all
over the United States.
We have been in Huntington, now as of
September 90, four years on this assignment. I am on a temporary
assignment right now with a re-engineering program within our
company and at the inclusion of the re-engineering program then I
will either go to corporate offices in Toledo, Ohio, or take
another plant assignment as another plant manager.
I have been
plant manager in four different locations and have held different
levels of management positions within the company and I have had 10
years,
my initial 10 years with the company was in the
administrative area as Primary Labor Relations.
Christie:

Ok, what four different plants did you work in?

Dennis:
My first ... well I have worked in thirteen
locations, but as plant manager, my first assignment was
Florida; Volney, New York; which is right outside of
Toyanna, Virginia; which is right outside of Williamsburg
and now Huntington.
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:
Dennis:

different
Lakeland,
Syracuse;
Virginia;

And you came to Huntington four years ago.
Yes, four years ago.
As?
Plant manager.

Christie: Do you know why you were transferred to this plant here
in Huntington? Is there a reason for the transfers?
Dennis: Well, it's primarily as an individual, that my predecessor
was transferred to another factory, and they look at individuals'
backgrounds and strengths and weaknesses and to come in and manage
a factory.
It's generally after your first one and then it is
predicated on your knowledge and background and particular needs
that the factory has.
Christie:
They do a lot of changing
managers, don't they in the company?
Dennis:

in management or plant

Not changing, moving ... our company's theory has been that
2

plant managers are generally three to five year assignments, you
know that when you are first selected as plant manager, so it does
mean a disrupted family life, and the reason they feel that
the ... between three to five years, then it is time to bring a
different perspective or look in. So that is about the average in
our company.
Christie:
There was ... I have interviewed a lot of workers and
there was a lot of beliefs that you were sent specifically for
shutting down the plant, did you feel that way, did they ever say
anything to that extent?
Dennis:
Christie:

No, I would ... the workers, yes.
No, I'm sorry, was that any of your knowledge?

Dennis: I knew that the factory was shutting down when I received
a phone call. They don't send managers in to shut factories down
and run it three in a half years before they shut down, that's
kinda ludicrous, you know to think that. You don't spend three in
a half years in a place, if your gonna shut it down, your gonna
shut it down.
Christie: Have any of the other places that you worked as plant
manager closed?
Dennis:
As plant manager, no.
As a matter of fact, two of them
are the most profitable in the company.
Christie:

The Lakeland, Florida one, is it still open?

Dennis :
Yes, the Lakeland, Florida plant is running well, the
Toyanna factory is the most modern and probably the most profitable
in the company, and the Volney, New York plant is one of the most
profitable in the country. In our glass industry, like country is
what I am talking about.
Christie: Ok. What kind of changes did you make when you came to
the Huntington plant?
You said they wanted to bring in more
perspective and new skills?
Dennis: What we had to do was to get our operating costs in uh,
the Huntington plant was a very old factory, it had been reduced
over the years from a high of, probably pretty close to 3, 000
employees and five furnaces and forty-two machines. Down to when
I arrived on scene to three furnaces, nine machines and about 1,000
people.
So it had been over the years, reduced and reduced and
reduced trying to make it profitable. Uh, the Huntington factory
never was profitable, not in recent years, in recent years probably
ten to fifteen.
And there are reasons for that, part of that is
the location and shipping ... by shipping, we're talking about the
transportation costs in bringing in the raw materials costs, which
3

is shipping in from the other direction, also the customer base had
moved further away from the factory than when it was originally
built. So the changes we started looking at when I came on board
and then brought other people in to be part of my organization was
uh, to put the operating costs in line with the averages within the
company.
Christie:
Does that mean you had to make cut backs,
certain areas?

I mean in

Dennis: Well cut backs are always denotes people, yes there were
people reductions, but we also looked at new processes, which is
operating processes, we looked at new ways to do different
operations, we looked at combining operations and besides the
modernization of the factory, we spent many millions of dollars in
the last two years even before the decision was made trying to
modernize it trying to get it to be competitive, and that's what it
is about in any business.
Christie:
I had heard that they did a rebuild of the new tanks,
that costs so much money, and people were surprised that the plant
closed after having built it up so much.
Dennis: Well its ... decisions to close factories aren't generally
made years in advance and see that is part of what is ludicrous
about people thinking that uh, a person sent in.
When you spend
tens of millions of dollars as a company, you don't turn around and
close it down, unless other factors in the economy or in the
industry change, you just don't spend any money. And we spent tens
of millions of dollars between probably January of 91' up until the
end of the year of 92', to rebuild tanks, to put in new modern
equipment, redo the cold end; which is the finished goods areas of
our company and so, it surprised a lot of people . I knew we still
weren't
where we need to be or weren't even close in
profitability, but the actually timing of the closing other
factors, I'm sure come into it.
'Cause companies don't spend that
kind of money even though we moved a lot of the equipment to other
plants, you have all the labor costs that is put into it,the
materials cost that you never do get back, because the are
depreciated and so you know, it's not that it was just put in and
then said move it.
We lost ... the company had to take very large
right off, because of closing this factory.
( (,.,.i (i ' · ( )

Christie:
country?

Are other factories that Owens owns, closing around the

Dennis: There will be additional closings. I don't know who they
are.
The glass industry is a smoke stack industry.
And that is
the sad part about it, it's one of the oldest industries in the
United States, in the Americas. And in the 60's and 70's it was a
glass companies, just not Owens-Illinois the glass companies were
building new factories right and left. And with little regard for
4

the future and the supply and demand aspects of it and we really
saturated the industry and the technology of faster machines,
bigger machines that make the bottle, impacted within the last ten
years greatly and over the number of plants you have. And so the
older factories are the ones that are really under scrutiny and
always will be, because of the way they are laid out, the actual
production flow of all the goods.
The industry in the world has
changed so much in the last 50 to 60 years. When this factory was
built, everything was gravity feed, and with no power equipment
there was very little electricity at that time available. And so
it was built on different layers or mezzanines were put in so that
the actual melting of the glass then it could drop now. Everything
was gravity related gravity feed. And the use of power equipment
and computers in the last few years in the glass industry has
just ... productivity has kept increase and increase. So kinda long
answer on your question, it is the older factories are having a
very difficult time of being competitive, as you're compared
to ... your compared against each other in your own company, and then
other glass plants.
It is very easy just to take a map of the
United States and put where all the glass plants in the company
used to be, and very easy to see there has been 72 glass plants
closed in the last 15 years.
Christie:

And you think a lot of that has to do with technology?

Dennis: Technology and demand of glass. Glass is always going to
be around, but plastics and cans are eating our lunch. (yeah) And
primarily plastics, it's the product of choice for consumers. And
the one thing that has helped the glass industry to stay where it
is ... is the purity of glass, but also the recycling aspects of it.
So, but we're under siege and that's gonna keep going. Especially
plastic, their doing a tremendous job in my opinion .
.(

: \,

·_ ;

;.-(·

Christie:
Well that brings up a question, there was a lot of
rumors going around, so I'm gonna ask you about some of those. But
uh, as far as the demand for glass, I've heard that perhaps that
Owens was going to open something up in Mexico.
Dennis: I have no idea, we ... one of our largest competitors which
is Vetro, and I'm sorry I don't know, I can't remember the whole
name of Vetro, but it is called Vetro Glass.
They have bought
Anchor Glass domestically in United States, so they are a Mexican
owned corporation, that is very large, and they own Anchor Glass.
But we have no plans, that I am aware of, now again, I'm not at
that level of responsibility in the company. We have holding all
over the world, we've got the largest technical development group
in the glass industry.
We buy our ... we develop and sell
technology, we have people that travel all over the world, we own
some glass plants . internationally, 100%.
We own some ... were a
majority holder in some, were partnership owner in some and then
other ones, we just simply run, through a license or a technical
agreement.
The glass industry abroad in primarily in the
5

developing nations of India, and China, they're where the glass
industry was in the United States about 30 years ago, so that's why
the glass industries are starting to get involved technology wise
and actually building glass plants.
Our company we go over and
build and we help staff, and train the local people to actually run
it and take over in a period of time. Again that is, analogy wise,
they're about ... the place our company was or our glass industry in
the United States 30 years ago, glass is starting to be a great,
great product to put medicines in.
Primarily in a lot of the
plants that are being built are pharmaceutical type of containers,
and soda and liquor. And if you know right now the United States,
the liquor industry which was one of the main stays of the
Huntington plant, we made liquor containers.
It is dying
domestically, but it is growing internationally, so a lot of the
distillers are thinking about building distilleries in third world
nations.
And if ... when they do naturally there will be glass
plants built there.
Christie:
But the glass that is produced there will not be
distributed here? It will be distributed there? Is that ...
Dennis: Now, yeah. We have been involved internationally for 50
years, and now we ... at times glass in Puerto Rico has come in,
there is glass coming from Mexico, right now, but Owens-Illinois
has no holdings in Mexico.
We at one time had some holdings in
Canada, there is a lot of Canadian glass that comes into the United
States, but we no longer have any holdings in Canada, either. So
it is just not Mexico you have got to worry about, it is also
Canada.
Christie: Right. I was just trying to figure out, if the market
was moving into other nations, you know for the reasons ... companies
move there all the time for cheaper labor and cheaper environmental
conditions.
Dennis:
We haven't moved, and you ask a question about Mexico
before, and I truly can't answer that. No, but we have truly not
moved, ours are strictly a technological arrangement where we
develop and sell the technology, and will build.
Yes, companies
move to other countries for various reasons. But we had not moved
or shut down.
I know one of the articles that right after the
plant closed, was Owens closes Huntington plant and buys share in
plant with Poland, and it says well they take that money and invest
it and you know, and that's again people not knowing what they are
talking about as they make those type of comments, especially in
print.
That you don't get money when you close a factory down,
what you do, you say you are looking at your costs for the future,
but we ... and you just don't go buy a place in Poland, those are
negotiated ... for ~ fact we have been negotiating for over seven
years with Poland, it was a communist government, and it is a very
slow process with any communist government. And I had friend of
mine that were helping negotiate that contract and the actual
6

[inaudible] is that it is one of the growing areas of the world,
that American industry ... not only the glass but American industry
will be developing into is Poland.
Gets economy stable.
Glass
happens to be always in the forefront, as when economy starts
development, because you need to be able to put your goods,
especially food and pharmaceutical goods in glass.
Plastics are
also attempting now to go abroad and that's going to be a very
interesting battle overseas with plastics.
Christie:
So now are these international companies, are they
exporting most of their glass though or are they, are they actually
using it within their country?
Dennis: Oh they are using it within, within. Now again, Mexico is
a different story.
I understand like factually cause our company
does a lot of research work, that there is glass coming in from
Mexico up into parts of California. This is Vetro-Anchor bringing
glass in from, in parts of Texas, in parts of California, and in
parts of Arizona.
So that's the only place, now I'm not saying
glass is never imported but as a general rule even though if your,
you know, if your labor costs is that much lower in your raw
material cost would be that much lower it's still not the type of
commodity because empty glass containers don't weigh that much.
You don't ship, you ship weight is what you want to ship.(right,
right) Now if you fill it and import it that is a different story
because then you've got weight and that's where, you know you're
going to pay the same amount for a cargo hold of filled glass
bottles as you would for a cargo hold of empty glass bottles.
Christie: Before I asked you about Mexico, I was asking you about
changes that you made at the plant. (right) Did you make policy
changes or hiring and firing changes in the company?
Dennis: No, no firing or no hiring. We really didn't do that much
hiring we, because the factory had been cut back for so many years
they were a lot of people on layoff.
So, but policy changes are
always inevitable that's, by always inevitable you're looking at
ways to change things for the better, for the people.
A lot of
them were benefit changes and policy changes for the benefit of the
employees there.
Christie:

Can you think of any examples?

Dennis: Well, policy ... as far as, you know, we worked much closer
with the employees.
We had a very rigid absentee policy at one
time and we had worked with the union and the people about making
out a more realistic policy. We tried to do a lot of participative
type of programs ~nd some people want to work participatively and
some people don't. You find, that's not, you find that anywhere.
That's part of uh, the re-engineering effort we're doing in the
company right now. But as far as, that is one area, we looked at
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the way people could, vacations, a number of people who could be
left off on vacations at one time. You know these seem very minor
but it's a type of thing as you deal with an older factory, you
have more people that have greater amounts of vacation want to be
off dur ing the summer months.
Generally, their kids are up and
grown but they still want to be off maybe when their husband or
wife's off but those are just two areas and I'm sure there's more.
Christie :
You said that when you came in you brought some other
management with you, is that true?
Dennis: Not with me . It was after I'd come in and, it was about
6 months. Gener ally, you know, when a manager comes in, it takes
you that long to really get to know the factory, what it needs,
where its strengths, where its weaknesses were .
I didn't bring
anyone with me it was about 6 months after I came to work .
Christie :
And they came to sort
management changes that you wanted.

of

implement

Dennis:
Yes, yes, and the company wanted,
company wanted to institute .

programs

you know,

yeah,

and
the

Christie :
I mean again, is there any examples or is that what
you're talking about or anything?
Dennis : That's just different approaches, different ways of doing
things and at times you need, you need people that have been in
other locations in the United States or in other, have .. .. they, it
was time for them to leave the factory. They were at and come into
this factory .
There's uh, the changes were numerous.
But, you
know, I didn't say I needed this guy to do this or this guy.
Generally you look for good managers, or good supervisors to come
in that have the ability to work with people and through people.
And that's desperately what the Huntington plant needed .
The
Huntington plant had always been a very, right, wrong, or
indifferent but a very . . . . . top heavy management type of factory
where the managers and supervisors told everyone everyday what to
do and people weren't allowed to make a lot of judgment decisions.
And people were not comfortable with making the decisions on their
own and they never are whether it's Huntington or anywhere in the
United States. You have to go into it gradually and, where people
are comfortable and they trust what you're doing . But those are
basically the type, what are type of managers that I was looking
for as I made the changes here in the factory .
Christie: Well, I was going to ask you about your management style
as far as, I guess _a lot of what you're saying has to do with that.
I guess having [inaudible] more participating in decision making .
Maybe you could tell me a little more about, like what your daily
tasks would be as far as meetings and changes . Did you meet with
8

the management regularly?
other workers?

Did you ever meet with the workers, the

Dennis:
Oh yeah, yeah.
Oh yes, oh yeah.
We, you do that
informally out on the line, you do it as groups, met with the union
officers probably daily, either as a group or individually. And,
a majority of my time and again with the customer base this factory
had, I met quite a bit with customers sometime, at times it was
going driving to Louisville where we had a large customer base with
the liquor industry or having those customers visiting our plant,
or just talking to them on the telephone. And, then another part
of the day was always spent on phone or computer messaging with
the, our service and scheduling in sales groups in Toledo, Ohio.
But tried to spend, you know, just out talking to the employees,
and yes there were meetings and we were always attempting to find,
that's one of the biggest, my personal opinion, that's one of the
biggest waste of time in American industry is meetings.
You're
always looking at trying to find better ways to have more
productive meetings, time management type of meetings.
They're
necessary but in the beginning the Huntington plant was just
meeting heavy.
It was, there were times that a manager, not the
managers underneath me, would come in in the morning, 6:30 and they
were in meetings from 7 until 11:00 in the morning and that is
ridiculous in any manufacturing facility.
Your morning is your
most productive time to setting the pace for the remaining, the
remaining 24 hours as it cycles back around again. 'Cause you were
a 7 day a week, 24 hours a day operation so we just didn't run on
days. We had, everything we had done was to make sure the factory
was prepared to run the complete cycle.
Christie:
What was the hierarchical structure at the plant?
I
know basic workers, managers, some supervisors in there. Could you
give me some sort of ...
Dennis:
Yeah, we had a, right directly underneath the plant
manager, there was what's called a manager's level, and a manager's
level is where a production manager, an assistant plant manager.
The assistant plant manager was responsible for all the production
activities from the time the raw material come in until the glass
went out into the finished goods area and there are 4 departments
associated, 5 departments associated with that.
So he had 5
department supervisors reporting to him.
There was a finished
products manager that was responsible for the container, his
departments from the container came out into,
through the
[inaudible] layers until it was shipped. At that individual and
the quality control area all reported to him.
He also had 5
different
departments
and
supervisors,
supervisorary
level
reporting to him.
There was administrative manager that had the
administrative parts which was a service which is a scheduling of
the factory, the accounting area, the purchasing areas. Those all
reported to him and there was industrialization area that also
reported to him, they had a industrialization manager reporting to
9

the management regularly?
other workers?

Did you ever meet with the workers, the

Dennis:
Oh yeah, yeah.
Oh yes, oh yeah .
We, you do that
informally out on the line, you do it as groups, met with the union
officers probably daily, either as a group or individually. And,
a majority of my time and again with the customer base this factory
had, I met quite a bit with customers sometime, at times it was
going driving to Louisville where we had a large customer base with
the liquor industry or having those customers visiting our plant,
or just talking to them on the telephone. And, then another part
of the day was always spent on phone or computer messaging with
the, our service and scheauling in sales groups in Toledo, Ohio.
But tried to spend, you.know, just out talking to the employees,
and yes there were meetings and we were always attempting to find,
that's one of the biggest, my personal opinion, that's one of the
biggest waste of time in American industry is meetings.
You're
always looking at trying to find better ways to have more
productive meetings, time management type of meetings.
They're
necessary but in the beginning the Huntington plant was just
meeting heavy .
It was, there were times that a manager, not the
managers underneath me, would come in in the morning, 6:30 and they
were in meetings from 7 until 11:00 in the morning and that is
ridiculous in any manufacturing facility.
Your morning is your
most productive time to setting the pace for the remaining, the
remaining 24 hours as it cycles back around again. 'Cause you were
a 7 day a week, 24 hours a day operation so we just didn't run on
days. We had, everything we had done was to make sure the factory
was prepared to run the complete cycle.
Christie:
What was the hierarchical structure at the plant?
I
know basic workers, managers, some supervisors in there. Could you
give me some sort of ...
Dennis:
Yeah, we had a, right directly underneath the plant
manager, there was what's called a manager's level, and a manager's
level is where a production manager, an assistant plant manager.
The assistant plant manager was responsible for all the production
activities from the time the raw material come in until the glass
went out into the finished goods area and there are 4 departments
associated, 5 departments associated with that.
So he had 5
department supervisors reporting to him.
There was a finished
products manager that was responsible for the container, his
departments from the container came out into,
through the
[inaudible] layers until it was shipped. At that individual and
the quality control area all reported to him.
He also had 5
different
departments
and
supervisors,
supervisorary
level
reporting to him.
There was administrative manager that had the
administrative parts which was a service which is a scheduling of
the factory, the accounting area, the purchasing areas. Those all
reported to him and there was industrialization area that also
reported to him, they had a industrialization manager reporting to
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him.
That was the basic structure from manager level they were
department supervisors reporting up to that person. It was a very,
it was a silo type of management structure and that's part of what
we're changing right now in our industry is where we're going to a
more vertical integration having the total responsibility from the
time the containers are made right out through the time it's
shipped. But that was the traditional organization that we had in
the company and then underneath those supervisors there were
assistants or foremen who worked around on different shifts and
then reporting to the foremen or supervisors were hourly crew
leaders, bargaining unit people, and reporting to those bargaining
unit people there were different levels, there were machine
operators,
there
were mechanics,
right down
through
the
organization.
Christie: Now which, like the supervisors management level or were
they hourly?
Dennis:
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:

Management level.
Okay so the foremen though were hourly?
No.

They were salaried.

Oh, the foremen were management as well?

Dennis: Yeah, they were salaried. (Okay, okay) It was really, to
look for a destination area and that's been part of our in our
industry is that they were a definite line of demarcation. That's
part of what we're trying to change but the crew leader down, the
term crew leader, that was bargaining members of the union.
Christie: Okay, okay. Was there movement within that structure.
I mean, did people that were hourly become management? I mean, was
that difficult, was it possible?
Dennis: No, the majority of the people in the, the majority of the
supervisors in the Huntington plant were right from Huntington.
Christie:

There were?

Dennis: Oh yeah. And we had also, I know the time I was here we
promoted some individuals to other glass plants in our corporation
that were hourly here.
Yeah.
You know it's like anything, it's
the pyramid always gets narrower at the top so as to say, but all
the foremen were all, which is a salary job that all came up
through the ranks at the Huntington plant.
Probably at one time
50% of the supervisors, the department supervisors had come up
through the organization.
Christie:

But certainly many people just started at the management
10

level.

I mean you, I mean you hadn't worked any kind of,

Dennis:
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:

Oh yes.
Oh you have.
Oh yeah, yeah, yeah.
When?

Dennis:
Right out of, right out of high school I started at the
Clarion, Pennsylvania glass plant which is an Owens-Illinois's
plant. My mother had worked there ..... 30 years and my Grandfather
had worked there for 40 years, so I'm a 3rd generation.
But I
started in the decorating department in Clarion, Pennsylvania as a
laborer and had worked there and then decided I was going to go to
college and started, went to college and then came back and worked
there during the summer and then when I graduated from college I
then went to work for Owens-Illinois at the Fairmont, West Virginia
plant as a trainee, as a management trainee.
Christie:

I see.

Okay.

That's very interesting.

Dennis: You'll find the majority of, of the people that are plant
managers and line managers in Owens-Illinois have worked, have
worked the bargaining unit jobs, have come up through the ranks.
You know, I skipped a lot because I went to college.
(right) But
a lot, I've got friends of mine that are plant managers that
started as, just worked their way up through and actually hadn't
even went to college. You know, the American business is changing
and the mandates on the managers is much different but the glass
industry was one of the, probably the last vestiges and is one of
the last vestiges where people can still move up through different
layers of management.
Christie: Now when you brought your, you said about 6 months after
you came you brought new people in, did that displace other people
or was that an addition?
Dennis: No that was, no we didn't add any. By displaced, it was
people retired or people transferred.
And this was an old work
force here, by old I'm talking about age, the average age in the
plant was like 52 with over 30 years of service, that included the
salary group in the beginning. So some of my key managers retired,
they had planned to retire. A couple of them got promotions. Now
this at one time was the biggest glass plant in the company so by
promotion it was, they had went to other plants to assume like type
of jobs or some of them did receive promotions and went to a bigger
job other than the_ one they had.
Christie:

So no one was laid off.
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Dennis:

No one was, no, no, no one was laid off.

Christie:
How
approximately?

many

people

did

you

have

in

management,

Dennis: In the very beginning, I'll give you the total, I can give
you the total salaried in the organization, it was 65 salaried
people when I came in September of 90.
Christie:
Was there .... ! don't know how to phrase this, but was
there a good mixture of race and gender or not?
From my
understanding it seemed li~e that wasn't really true at Owens.
Dennis:
Christie:

Well, now, Owens, you mean at this factory?
At this factory, I'm sorry.

Dennis:
It, no, there probably was not a good mix of race and
gender.
And uh, I'll just be blunt with you, that part of the
problem in an old glass plant is bringing, as you bring people up
through the ranks in the old glass plants a lot of it, it's called
the good ole' boy network and I don't know how to say it other than
that. And it had, it was very overbalanced with white males and,
which I am too, but part of a manager's responsibility is to look
how to change that. Part of the other problem in Huntington was,
is a very, very low minority population as far as black or other
ethnic groups.
We, we, we put a black female on as a foreman
probably a year after I was here and thank God she was a strong
lady and we helped her find a job when the plant closed. She was
extremely capable but just not accepted by the people in the
factory. One, cause she was black and two, because she was female.
We brought some other female managers in, QA supervisor and one
white female was a foreman when I came here and she, she'd done a
very good job, she was just a real strong person and she was
probably better accepted. But all of them had came up through the
ranks in the organization they just didn't, let's see I brought
one, one white female in as a manager from another plant after I'd
been here for about a year and a half.
Another quality, she was
quality assurance manager. But yes, there was not a good mix and
it's something the personnel director worked on. As far as meeting
our EEO goals and those type of things because of the low
populations in the area, I'm talking now of minorities as far as
the ethnic groups there was never a problem but we had a definite
ways to go with getting females because a large, you know, about,
probably almost 40% of the plant population was female and at one
time we only had one female in the salaried, now we had, we had
females in the clerical group but that don't count.
Those are
traditional type jobs, but we wound up with several department
heads as females and besides some, also line foremen, females as
line foremen, so we worked at it over a period of about 3 years.
Christie:

Yeah, also were there blacks in y~ur management?
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Dennis:
There was the one black female and ..... I had one other
black that we had started to put on salary and, bring from another.
factory, this was a black male, and he was offered a even higher
job at another plant so as far as, just one, we had just the one
black female. Yes.
Christie: Okay. You mentioned a little bit about unions earlier
but I was wondering if you could expand on the company's
relationship with the union?
Dennis:
By,
Huntington?
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:
general.

the

company we' re

talking

about

specifically of

Yes.
Okay.
I'm sorry.

I keep,

I

should refer to Huntington in

Dennis:
No, no, no, no.
Okay.
It probably was a typical hard
labor, hard management position in this plant.
Huntington plant
had been known for years and years and years in Owens-Illinois as
a difficult labor factory. The Charleston plant, our Charleston,
West Virginia plant was also known, and quite, there are a lot of
reasons but the labor relations at the Charleston plant was one of
the determining factors many years ago in closing that factory .
....... This, this factory at one time was known for its wildcat
strikes and picket lines and quite frankly, I come from western
Pennsylvania and western Pennsylvania has the same reputation. But
that's one of the things that hurts West Virginia right now is an
image, is the labor climate and it's unfounded . But the state of
West Virginia doesn't do a good job to dispel that.
The labor
relations at this plant, I felt, improved over the years.
There
was a great unwillingness to accept the change. We had, we had to
make change very, very quickly here to try to survive. There was
a lot of people that worked diligently that were not, that were
members of the union but weren't union officers, that worked with
the company to try and do that.
There were some union officers
that believed that the plant had to change but had a difficult time
conveying that to their membership. These are my opinions. And we
talked, I met regularly with all the union presidents and shared
financial information with them, I thought that was necessary for
them to truly have. I showed them the P & L which had never been
done before.
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:

What's the P

&

L?

Profit and Loss Statement.
Okay.
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Dennis: And went through it with them so when they went to their
union meetings they could answer factual questions and not rumor
questions.
But, we truly never got, never, never got a
participative relationship with the Huntington plant. That's one
thing that I was always .... felt that one of my failures was.
Whatever needed to be done in that area and there was a lot to be
done, personally .. I got it done but I could never get the total
supervisorary group nor the total union group to become very
participative to work towards what's best for the, what's best, to
serve on different · committees,
to serve on,
you know,
a
participative type of, of a, empowerment it's now called, you know,
those are all kind of buz words that you could, a lot of
consultants make money on.· But it's nothing than just getting the
people involved in the day-to-day operations and truly wanting them
and giving them that responsibility and the authority and some
people don't want it but you move on to other people that do. We
did not do that successfully here and that hurt this plant.
It
really did.
Christie:
choice, I
another.
Dennis:
Christie:

Do you think that was the determining factor in the
know they was a choice between closing this one and

Well, there were 5 different factories.
Oh, they were?

Dennis:
Yes, as a matter of fact, there are, those other 4
factories are still fighting for survival also. And as the glass
industry shrinks those determinations will have to be made by the
company, not me. Christina, I, you know, a lot of people want to
blame the labor relations in the Huntington plant and I do not
believe, you know, because the labor relations, going back 20 years
ago, was much, much worse than it ever was a year ago, was much
worse 1 0 years ago.
You know, there was no wildcat strikes
anymore.
Yes, we had some grievances but the grievance activity
had went down to practically nothing and grievances, you know the
form of writing a grievances, (right) things were being, this is
through times of great amount of change, I mean, some of the union
officers were standing forward, they were, you know, we were going
down and talking to the Mayor together.
They were actively
participating in helping the factory. You know, there was a lot of
hard feelings in our company over the past labor relations but you
know, that change is due when upper management comes in as you
know,
as you cycle through things.
But as far as the
determination, I'm kind of talking around that cause I wanted to
think it through as I talked, no. You know, everything gets to be
hard, cold business facts when you make a determination to shut a
factory down. You.know, quite honestly, they don't look at people,
they don't look at the lives that are going to suffer.
That's
neither here or there. It's not a criticism but it's cold business
facts.
What's ... how much money are they bringing into the
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corporation in total, what's the long range growth, what's their
market mix look like, the transportation cost, these are the
factors that hurt the Huntington plant at the end. I don't believe
the labor relations were part of it.
Christie: Well, it's interesting you said that grievances had gone
down to practically nothing because I've had other interviews that
said that they thought they actually increased in the last year.
Dennis:
Those are a matter of record, those are, that's very
easily proven. There were grievances, I don't want to mislead you.
But as far as, you know, this factory had at one time had 100, 150
grievances a year and we were to a point in the last few years of
maybe 30, 35.
The union officers is the ones to talk to about
that.
Christie:
Yeah.
I was just curious, I mean, different people,
maybe it had increased on their part but not as a whole, I'm not
sure.
Dennis: Yeah. Yeah. Now it in fairness, too, people to, you know,
you know, in the last year they were great amount of changes, cause
you know, we started changing things very quickly you know, there
were a lot of verbal grievances, people don't like this, people
don't like that.
But again, I'm dealing, and those are the ones
that generally turn into the written grievances but yes. You know,
that is people talk you know, the union officers you know, any of
the union presidents could tell you exactly how many grievances
they had in a given year. They keep very good records and I'm sure
the union officers still have those.
(right) We've got all the
grievances and everything as a corporation.
We moved everything
now to our corporate offices but we just, when the international
union came in there would be, there would be debates on how people
were treated you know, this is what the contract says. That's why
you have labor contracts (right, right) if they are a dispute you
have the means to ...
Christie: Yeah, because I also had the feeling there was a lot of
difficult management, hourly worker relationships just in the last,
actually it seemed that there had been a big change, there was like
a before and after the 70's kind of thing. But then just in very
recent years people had said that it had been very difficult and I
wondered if it was because new people had come in and there was a
new management style that was difficult for people to adjust to.
Dennis: Well, you know, recent years, you know I don't know what
recent years are. I can talk to you strictly about the time I was
here. I believe part of it is not as much management style as the
changes that had to be made. You know, change, change to survive
in our industry is inevitable. Sometimes it's the way the change
is are approached by management you know. Those, you have to look
at that so when I say the change was not accepted well in
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Huntington that is not a criticism of the people because there's
always you know, that's sometimes the way management approached the
change and sometimes the way people accepted it, it was the way it
was communicated, both the hearing of the change and the speaking
of the change. But there was, there was a constant change in the
last few years and I'm talking about the time that I was here, it
was a matter of downsizing departments, merging departments, and
trying to become competitive with the, with the glass plants that
had been built in the last you know 15, 20 years.
So, you know,
by .... you know that I think, is probably the biggest factor of the
disruption, the dissatisfaction in the plant was the amount of
change that was going on.
I know I had regularly quarterly
meetings with all of the employees over a period of a couple days.
And many times they'd say well we're hearing the same thing that
you know, this guy said, my predecessor, and this guy said, and
this guy said, you guys all the same thing. And I never once said
the plant was going to close. As a matter of fact, I tried to keep
a very positive aspect that i t wasn't but it was in, our future was
in our hands. You know, many times through meetings people would
say, why don't you just get it over with and close the factory you
know. People don't like to change.
Christie:
Well, did you really feel that the future was in your
hands, I mean was the plant going to be able to stay open?
Dennis: Well, I'll tell you in the beginning yes I did.
I truly
believed that. I've managed some very profitable factories and the
people make it profitable, one person, the plant manager doesn't
you know. I truly believe that. Now other things have helped with
that are your mix, which is the product you make, how far you ship
it, how far your raw materials coming into you. And the machinery
you have, the type of machines that you have to manufacture those
containers and inspect them.
So, you know, it's uh, different
aspects that make you profitable. The company gave, just gave this
factory every type of opportunity from a capitol expenditure they
could.
I couldn't have asked for too much more.
I was even
surprised the time I got approved of things you know, new
compressors, new electrical substations, I mean these are million
dollar investments at a time, besides rebuilding. It was only in
the last year that I got very concerned because of our business
shift.
Our liquor base, 42% of what we made was for the liquor
industry, 42% of all of our bottles made were for the liquor
industry in various sizes.
And we were shipping up into upstate
New York up into Connecticut for Seagrams and [inaudible] and the
cost of transportation was going out of sight as it became very
difficult to get trucks into, into the Huntington area because
other industries had moved out.
Our leading carriers Erkol had
went Chapter 11, which was a Barbousville trucking company. ~ .
Christie:
Dennis:

Oh, really?
We then started, we had to start paying a premium for our
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transportation and the average, transportation in our business is
predicated on gross sales and the average in the company was
between 7 to 8% of your gross sales was transportation costs.
Well, in the last few years ours was 13 to 14 percent. And so it
was costing me twice as much basically to send the same container
that a sister plant in Lepale, Indiana was sending, they made
liquors also.
End of Tape 1, side A
Dennis: and reduced factory size wise which is, which is maning
both hourly and salary.
And one of the things people tend to
forget is I reduced the salary staff from a high of 72 at one time,
65 to 72 down to 32 people.
So it just wasn't, we weren't just
asking the bargaining unit, the hourly people to take cuts, we were
all doing more and all of us were rolling our sleeves up. But if
we had gotten our structure, cost structure put in place I felt
this plant could,
we could not compete at the level of
profitability that new plants did but we could become competitive
and we put out a five year plan about 6 months after I got here and
I shared it with all of the other hourly employees and did over
flip charts and showed them if we moved our pack to melt up this
much, how much money it meant if we got our outside warehousing.
They were 7 key indicators that we could take our profit level on,
we sold $100,000,000 worth of glass a year which is a lot of glass
and if we could make $15,000,000 a year, you know when you sell
$100,000,000 and want to get to $15,000,000 that doesn't seem, but
this plant year in and year out, the highest it had ever made was
5.7 million dollars on $110,000,000 worth of sales. So we had to
get, we were 3 to 5% every year and no one can live with a 3 to 5%
investment on capital, and that's what you're talking about. You
can go to a bank and even today with low interest rates and do
better than that on $100,000,000. So again, I keep saying up until
about the last year I believed and other people in my organization
believed that we could do it. But as the transportation got much
more difficult and our cost of transportation went up and also the
cost of bringing the raw materials in, the sand, soda ash,
limestone, to manufacture glass.
I knew, I start, you know, a
manager that doesn't know what's going to happen is not, not
involved in his business. I knew that we were on a very, very big
uphill battle and we weren't going to make it.
We never gave up
but it was, it was talked about very openly with everyone, that's
why it was in our own hands, there were things we had to do. But
we had the highest raw material cost in the company. You know, our
cost a batch, which is a batch is when you, when you pull
everything together, the sand, soda, ash, limestone, selenium,
everything that goes into making the glass that's put in the
furnace and melted. When your cost a batch is the highest in the
company out of 22 operating plants you know you got a problem. And
the biggest factor of that was the transportation cost. So again,
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I kind of gave you a long answer on that but up until the last year
I truly believed we could, we could save this factory.
Now it
wasn't going to be the same type of factory that it was 4 years
ago.
I felt all along it would, we'd probably needed to get it
down to a 6 machine factory and have a focused market which was
primarily just liquors.
We were running other machines on items
just to keep the machines running and really - not making a lot of
money on it, to maintain the base, the overhead base.
So it was
going to mean taking this factory down to a much smaller factory in
both population and ' machining level and actually closing parts of
the factory off so we didn't have to have water, lights,
electricity, gas, heating, that type into it. So we had a plan to
do that and just ran out of time .
I, again I believe also given
another year, and you're never given another year, I asked for that
when they told me they were going to close it.
I believe given
another year we could have gotten the factory down to that point.
Now again, that's my opinion. We would not have been even at that
point as profitable as the other new modern factories just because
of the layout and all of those but I believe we could have started
contributing at a much higher level.
Christie:

So you do feel that technology was a determining factor?

Dennis: Oh yes, oh yeah . You know we received a great deal of the
technology into this plant. That's the capitol monies we spend but
we really were .... we were really hurt with the physical layout of
the factory, what we had to deal with. So you know, you would see
an old plant like Huntington and go to one of the new modern
plants, now our modern newest plants are 15 years old, but if you
walk in everything's on one level, you go from, you can see the
machine right up to where it is shipped, they are in very concised,
focused areas. People, instead of having 10 people running a line
because of the layout, the way it goes all around, these are very
straight lines.
You might have a total of 8 people on 2 lines
instead of 10 people on one. And for a large number of years the
cost of labor was a single largest component of a glass container.
It probably today, the energy cost because of the cost of energy
going up, is the single largest component and then the cost of
labor and the cost of raw materials will be 1 and 2, I mean 2 or 3,
go back and forth depending on how you do it.
Christie: You knew from the time you came 4 years ago that it was
a non, I mean you weren't making profit and that was sort of, you
were here year to make it a profitable company or plant.
Dennis:
Yeah, I make, no doubt about it.
I was told that, you
know, I, they just don't call you on the phone and say hey go to
work here in the ~orning.
{right)
They, upper management sits
down with you and they take you through the plant detail and part
of the reason for me coming also was my labor relations and
personnel background. That's where I started, that's where I got
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my graduate degree in.
That, everyone has strengths and
weaknesses, that aspect of it was the strength in my, my management
background. And the other one was having the background of running
some very profitable factories and what it took to make a factory
profitable. Yes, I can say I knew right from the outset what I was
coming into and what the challenge was going to be, what the
commitment was from the company was they would, if I justified the
business, planned the equipment I needed and the·people I needed,
it just wasn't hey I want this, everything has to be justified in
life. (right)
And they were, they lived up to their end of the
bargain. And we just, we ran out of time. Everyone says, you talk
to people and they say well we just ran out of time but we truly
did run out of time. This ractory went through many close calls in
its future. You know, going back probably 15 years ago when it was
a 5 furnace 40 some machine operation, they closed 2 of the
furnaces down you know at that time the whole factory was going to
close and so they said okay we'll do this and do that.
So, you
know, it's just that today's business world doesn't lend itself to,
especially in a shrinking market and ours, the glass containers is
a shrinking market.
Christie: You weren't here when the Owens Brockway merger happened
though were you?
Dennis:
Christie:

No.
That was prior to you coming here.

Dennis: That was prior to, yeah, I was managing another factory at
that time.
Christie: A lot of the, the discontent among the workers were the
Brockway management coming in, feeling that that had been a
difficult transition and that they weren't treated very well by
those people. Those people did work under you though, the Brockway
management.
Dennis: Oh yeah, yeah. But they were .... there was only one or two
that over had worked for Brockway.
Christie:
Dennis:

Really?
mmmh, mmmh.

Christie:
Now it was a perception of a lot of workers that new
Brockway management came in and changed a lot of things.
Dennis: Well see they, and again, they weren' t Brockway management
at that time, they were Owens-Brockway cause we had merged but yeah
there was, let me ·think, ... Christina, I believe to the best of my
ability the our QA Supervisor was the only one that actually
had ... just worked in a Brockway facility in her career. The rest
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of them had been Owens- Illinois, now they may have worked in
Brockway plants after the merger but they had been Owens-Illinois.
I can't think of any other individual other than the one.
Christie:

That's interesting.

Dennis: Yeah. Now I brought other people in, don't get me wrong
but they were Owens-Illinois people.
Not that that would make a
difference to me 'cause you go after you know, strengths and what
you're looking for.
(right) You know, one of the largest
discontents, I believe all along, was when KKR bought.
Christie:

That was going to be my next question.

Dennis:
Yeah.
day, still is.
Christie:

That's one of my biggest discontents until this

They were 3 investment,

Dennis: Yeah. Kolberg, Kravitz, and Roberts is a very famous and
well known investment banking firm in New York City and San
Francisco, they've got many offices. And .. . Kolberg, Kravitz, and
Roberts and they're just known as KKR, they're the ones that bought
Safeway, RJR, and Nabisco besides Owens-Illinois. They took, they
bought us out and leveraged us into a very, very heavy debt load.
And the only reason we didn't go under was our, they left our
management, upper management in place and Joe Lemmier, who was our
chairman of the board who was president at that time, we could have
very easily went under. There were people out there that wanted to
buy us.
Primarily, some British Tire and Rubber and also an
Australian firm ACI, they wanted to get into the United States
domestic glass market.
And I believe KKR wo.uld have very easily
split our corporation up and just sold the glass plants and that's
what they wanted. And our chairman kept that from happening. We
went out public again December a year ago but KKR still owns 30% of
us and we're trying to get the stock price up right now to get them
to exit the business.
They are no good, leverage buyouts are no
good for American business.
Christie:
80s.

It seems to be a common trend starting maybe 70s and

Dennis: Late 70s when, you know, if a company's well managed the
share holders should throw their butts out and they have the right
to do that.
You know, but they have, investment bankers come in
and leverage 400 billion dollars and then have the people, the
company to pay that, I've got my, my undergraduate degree is
Economics and I got my mouth several times and was told very
plainly, I better shut up but as for some other people. But it was
during those late 70s and early 80s that ruined a lot of businesses
and quite frankly it, our company had to change.
But what this
heavy debt load put on it was another burden and I'm not sure,
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we'll get through it but we're probably another 2, 3, years away
from getting through it.
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:

So are you saying that KKR came in in the late 70s?
mmmh, mmmh.
They did?

Dennis:
No, actually it was during the late 70s when the green
mail, when the leverage buyout started.
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:

Okay.

When did' the KKR come in?

I believe it was 85, 86, or around there .
Right.

That's what I thought.

Okay.

Dennis : I got a book in there that was written about [inaudible]
at the gate that were Owens-Illinois, it's part of it and here's
how the way this all came to place .
Christie: Certainly the workers had acception that KKR was coming
into just milk the company for all it was worth.
Dennis:
They did, and they did.
We, they did, you know, anyone
that understands the basis of a leverage buyout knows that they
make money coming in, they don't spend a cent of their own money,
the corporation that they leverage and buy is who pays that debt
down then they make money going out. They made a tremendous dollar
on us when we went public again.
They still retain 30% of the
corporation. Out of the 11 members on our board of directors right
now, 6 of them are still KKR employees and that grates me 'cause
I'm a stock holder besides an employee.
Christie:
Dennis :

Oh are you?

{laugh)

{laugh) So ...

Christie: Did they like have an impact on like who the personnel
was and policy making?
Dennis: They, policy, no. Our company maintained that right, that
is where our President, I believe, help save us because other
companies that they had leveraged they went in and dictated. They
put some of their people even in running the companies.
They did
not but they did dictate a lot of the policy as it · came to
compensation, as it came to spending capitol monies. And primarily
you know, they, people leverage other companies to make money. So
you know, as it came to monies, that was what they was looking at.
{right, right)
They went into other companies for example, and
it's a matter of record. You know, anyone making $100,000 or more
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a year you know, they elimate it, you know. What that does is it
impacts salary level which anything not spent in salaries goes into
their pockets. They did not do that with Owens Illinois. One of
the few companies that they ever bought that they did not go in and
do that. Our President at that time and now chairman of the board,
he was the reason. He's a very strong man, a very strong business
leader and well known in the glass industry. But, they, I hate to
say this, but probably being bought by KKR saved, saved us as
Owens-Illinois as a corporation because if we had been bought by
British Tire and Rubber or ACI, uh, foreign ... group of corporations
that wanted to get into the domestic glass market, they would have
totally broke our corporation up.
We would not have been OwensIllinois any longer.
We 'would, there'd been some glass plant,
they'd close probably 50% of all the glass plants and kept the only
very high profitable ones and that's one you know, from 25 to 30%
return.
And then our technical development area that is known
world wide. So you know, if you look for anything positive about
being bought by KKR that's probably the positive thing. We had at
least a chance to maintain our own corporate identity which we
wouldn't have if we had been bought from another country. That's
an opinion. I've seen that written. I know it's a very well known
fact in our company. So, even though it's very bad to be leveraged
buyout they probably also protected us somewhat from being broken
up.
Christie: Did they have like personal contact with all the Owens
management that was running?
Dennis:
Christie:
Dennis:

Yeah.

mmmh, mmmh.

They did?
Oh yeah, oh yeah.

Christie: Okay so.
hands off approach.

A lot of investors come in and really have a

Dennis: No. They visited all the factories once they bought us,
talked to the management people, see that is the other thing, they
don't talk to factory people cause they're bad guys and everyone
knows that and they don't want to go up with that. (yeah) But they
become part of the Board of Directors and deal strictly, not
strictly, they deal primarily with upper management, that's senior
management level.
Christie:
Dennis:

Being in Toledo.
Toledo, Ohio.

Yeah.

Christie: Okay.
Yeah, I've heard a lot of really negative, did
they have, so they had big say in what, they have a big say in
which plants gets closed, certainly.
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Dennis:
I believe, Christina, that you know, part of the process
is that there are studies that go on and the studies go on all the
time, it's just not, there are studies going on now and there's
studies going on next week on plant profitability.
And by
profitability, what they bring back to the corporation you know,
the return on investment. A shareholder looks at that on what type
of return are you going to get if you buy a stock.
That's what
you're looking at.
Well, a company looks at it the same way at
each of their factories. If they investment $20,000,000 ~ year in
capitol improvements what kind of return are they getting on that.
I said before that this factory sold $100,000,000 worth of'glass a
year. Well, when I first came here we spent $67,000,000 a year of
just running it. I mean, which is way out of line with what, what
you know. Now that doesn't mean that difference in is profit, the
rest of it you pay salaries and you buy stuff. But that is part of
that return on investment.
So going back to your original
question, I believe what KKR, they're saying hey look you know you
got factories that are drained, here are the factories, what are
you going to do about it.
I'm not sure they have ever said you
have to close this plant, that's part of the corporate, I think the
company's got to say what you're going to close and what're you're
not. But what they have to do is right now please the shareholders
in our company and KKR still owns 30% so they are still a very
large shareholder in the company. So that is why they are still 6
of those people on a board of 11.
Christie: Right. Does the company or the board or whomever, they
look at what the line, do they have like a minimum level of profit
that they want and then they're going to drop the plants in areas
that are not meeting that?
Dennis: Well, or put a plan together to bring them up and that's
what they're doing right now.
They're, it's a known fact there
will be additional plants closed in the glass industry, just not
Owens-Illinois.
There are many reports in print right now that
says you know, in the next 5 to 6 years there could be as many as
14 glass plants closed in the next 5 years.
They feel 4 of them
will be Owens-Illinois, you know 5 of them will be Anchor, 3 of
them will be Foster Forbes, I mean, they've analysist, who have no
association. And, they' re probably pretty close in my opinion. My
opinion, I'm not a corporate officer.
(right)
I believe that
there are plants just in our company that are struggling right now
just like Huntington did.
And as the glass market shrinks
domestically then the company is going to have a decision to make.
The international union has been told other glass plants will
close. I mean that's being open and up front. Part of what we are
doing in this re-engineering effort, we're doing right now as a
company, we started this just about a year ago, I went on the reengineering team i .n March, is to restructure the company to become
more profitable.
It is a very,
very high risk type of
restructuring. And both from a management restructuring from the
very top eliminating jobs to restructuring the plants and the way
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we load them, and by loading, I'm talking about what items we put
in to run and manufacture. And our ship patterns and it's a very
extensive and very costly re-engineering program but it is to take
the, to take our company into the year 2000, to be profitable in a
shrinking market.
When I started in the company 26 years ago,
there were, in my other jobs I had we were part of glass container
industrial relations council. It's called GCIRC. That was before
anti-trust where you could get together and talk about your labor
relation problems and this and that.
And there were, there were
over a 100 member companies.
Now some of them maybe only had 2
glass plants but you know that was when the glass plants were large
and growing.
And today there are 3 primary players in the glass
industry, and probably in the next year or 2 they will be 2.
Christie:

But they are expanding world ...

Dennis:
Worldwide.
Yeah, the world, especially the 3rd world
nations. You know, England has got, and that's not a 3rd world
nation but they've had glass for many, many years.
They're
starting to be, and we own parts of companies, glass companies in
England and Japan. But it's the 3rd world nations China, Pakistan,
and we're and as is Vetro Anchor being part of because if you're
going to stay in the glass business you become that worldwide
supplier.
Christie:

Right, and it seems to be shifting that way anyways.

Dennis:
Yeah, it is shifting.
containers in the United States.

They will always be some glass

Christie:
That was what I, yeah.
I was wondering, how much in
other countries and actually being shipped here because it was
cheaper to maybe run a plant in another country.
Dennis:

Oh, it is cheaper.

Christie:
If that was the cost of the shift or if the other
countries were actually using the product.
Dennis:
They're merging right now.
They're using it now.
You
know we are all business people.
If someone could figure out if
one of these companies that takes glass bottles they could buy
glass and import it, they would do it in a heartbeat because
business is business.
That's going on with the automobile right
now. That's why you know. Now that's a bit concern. My biggest
concern is not from Pakistan or India or places like that, it's
Mexico.
I'm a very, again being part of the domestic glass
operations, my biggest concern is building glass, somebody is going
to start building glass plants down right on the Mexican border and
bringing them right up across.
I think that would be Vetro and
there's a lot of talk about that which is Vetro-Anchor. And we've
summised all along that the reason Vetro came in and bought an old
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glass company and paid pretty good premium dollar for it was to get
the in road in to the domestic, United States domestic market.
That's why British Tire and Rubber wanted to buy Owens-Illinois but
they didn't want to buy a second rate company. They wanted, they
also wanted to buy the technology that Owens-Illinois had. (right)
I don't want to, I ' l l get off.
Christie: It's a big concern for a lot of different industries in
this country.
Dennis:

Yes, yes i t is.

Christie:
And we are certainly are changing into a more service
economy.
It's a very difficult for people that have been in this
field for 30 years, their whole life or something. I think this is
the last question I had on the worker-management relations. In the
last few months I had workers telling me that they had forced
overtime and they were treated really poorly and by their direct
management.
They' re not talking about you.
I certainly not
accusing you and I was wondering if you were aware of all of this
tension in the plant and ...
Dennis:
Christie:

There was a lot of tension. ·
Yeah.

What was going on?

Dennis:
Well there is no such thing really as forced overtime.
The labor contract prevents that.
You know you can keep people
from just walking off the job. Christina, one thing that I don't
want to do is to start taking shots at people. And you know, that
is quite frankly why I have not talked to the press and I .. .
Christie:

I don't want to put you on the defense, I'm just .. .

Dennis:
No, no and believe me this is not the defense.
What I
want to tell you is it's differences of opinion.
A lot of lives
were hurt with this plant closing and I understand bitterness.
I
understand why people are angry, I do. That has never bothered me,
is someone saying it was my fault or something you know it bothers
you. I don't take it personal that I'm made at that person because
I have a chance to go work other places, now take my family and
continue.
Some of these people will never leave Huntington. It
wasn't forced overtime as such.
A lot of it got to be you know,
towards the end is, you know, people just wanted to leave the job.
You know you can't do that. People have a hard time understanding
that we still had a business to run, still had a company to run.
People were calling the international union and the media in
Pennsylvania where their international union offices are and even
international union was saying you know if you do something like
that you going to subject yourself to getting terminated.
The
union officers were very much involved with it. It was a very high
tense, stressful time.
Both from management, I'm not saying
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everything management done was right either, don't get me wrong, I
won't do that because management makes mistakes too. And I don't
care if it is a foreman, I'm still responsible for management. But
you know part of it was just, especially in the, once the
announcement was made September 30th that the plant was going to
close and from then on it was a very tense time at the plant. Some
people cried everyday at work but did the job to the best of their
ability and walked out with their heads high.
You know, other
people sabotaged things.
I had some salary folks that were very
mad because they were going to lose their jobs, they didn't want to
retire now.
So what I'm saying is, it got to be very difficult
those last, you know, we closed the factory officially in mid
December, we just plainly ran out of orders because they had shift,
we were going to run right up till Christmas but then. But that's
the time period I believe that they are talking to .you about and it
was a miserable time. That was one time that I didn't look forward
to going to work in the morning. It was hard. You know you go out
in the plant and people would be crying and people would be crying
in the office. It was the longest 3 months in my life,
3 1/2 months, I don't want to do it again.
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:

You made an official announcement of September 30th?
Yes.
So when did you find out that that was going to happen?
The night before.
Oh, the night before.

Dennis: I got a phone call. I was laying in bed at 10:30 at night
and a lot of people say you've known and you lied to us and I was
made at my boss and my boss's boss who came down, they flew down
and I said you knew this was going to happen and he said well we've
known for awhile.
Why didn't you tell me and I was told very
bluntly, well the reason we didn't tell you is we didn't want you
to have to lie.
Christie:

To your workers.

Dennis: Because probably right up until the day before I'm telling
people that the factory's, you know, it's in our hands.
I must
have said that two million times. It's in our hands and we have to
work together and the plant is not going to close unless we let it
close. That's was my line, unless we let it close. Because we had
some people quite frankly that didn't care. They'd been here for
30, 35 years and they just wanted to get their pension, they
wanted, they said.give me my severance pay and I'll leave now.
I
mean, that's neither here or there.
But I got the phone call at
10:30 at night on the 29th.
I was sound asleep and my boss said
we're going to come in tomorrow, we're going to announce the plant
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closing.
I said what. And he said yeah we're going to fly in so
that's exactly the way I was notified.
Christie:

Did the people just show up at work?

Dennis: Oh yeah. It was a normal work day for everybody and they
flew in and rented a car and drove down and came into the plant and
naturally when I had the personnel director then get a hold of
everyone and say we want ·a meeting, bring all the committee members
you know, you don't do that unless something is very good or very
bad is going to happen. When all the union official walked in and
saw our personnel director for the company and our corporate vicepresident of manufacturing, they knew something was up and then
they announced it. There was sheer silence.
Christie:

Did they, how did the hourly workers find out?

Dennis: We at that time, the supervisor~ were told and their job
was to go out and tell everyone.
And people naturally that were
working the 3 to 11 shift and 11 to 7 shift, we had the foremen get
on the phone and start calling people but there are some people
that don't have telephones or some people that weren't home and
they found out about it when they came to work.
It was
devastating.
So that's the way people found out about it.
We
didn't go on the radio.
I called the Mayor and told her and what
a way to start a new administration ; She had just went into office
and I felt terrible about that. And she was devastated. And then
the press and everyone started out front.
We intentionally, you
know you don't get people stirred up at that time with a lot of
press reports and all so we kept a pretty low profile at that time.
Christie: That just brings up something that I was thinking about.
It doesn't seem that the town of Huntington was very active in
supporting the plant.
It was in earlier years but this is an
opinion of mine so I'm not, it doesn't seem the town made a lot of
effort to, could the town had done something?
Dennis:
No.
The town of Huntington didn't and I, the previous
Mayor and I didn't get along at all, Bobby Nelson. As a matter of
fact, he had me arrested and sued because we didn't pay, supposed
some taxes .
Christie:

Is that right?

Dennis: Oh it was a joke on some of our rebuilds. We told them we
couldn't do it. I didn't go to jail but I mean they actually came
up and served me with papers.
Christie:

The plant owed taxes to the town?

Dennis: No, on building permit taxes when we rebuilt our, and we
said no, we've paid everything.
Well, as you know, the City of
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Huntington was in the red and they were looking for a way, so they
went back and said well we feel that the law says we could do this
and I went down and met with different people.
We wound up
spending, I spent over, by I, our plant, we spent over $40,000 with
an attorney out of Clarksburg fighting this.
The Mayor on
Christmas Eve called me up at the plant Christmas Eve day and said
I'm going to withdraw this and I was angry.
The only reason he
withdrew it because he was coming us for re-election and the people
in the factory all banded together and went after him and told him.
See that's what happens when people decide they want to do
something you know and I give all of the plant people credit for
that.
But they got it dropped, they just put so much political
pressure on him, but this'city didn't.
The city, it's just not
Owens that they didn't, now Mayor Dean, I honestly believe her and
her administration, they're trying diligently to keep industry.
You know, losing the Owens plant and what was the other little
company right after us that announced their closing like a week
later I mean, that decimates this town . They've learned a lesson
but the State of West Virginia has learned a lesson.
I mean the
Governor has sent people to Toledo and everything. The state also
hasn't done a good job of keeping industry just not Owens- Illinois .
The Governor's Chief of Staff came over 2 days later after the
announcement and brung a whole group of people with him and the
press was out there and I wouldn't let the press come in. And he
said well, Denny what could we do.
I said let's start all over.
You can't do anything now because the decision's made. Now if you
can good for you but I'm telling you in my career I have never
seen, and since I've been with the company I've seen like 7 plants
closed in Owens-Illinois, this was the 8th one, and I said I never
seen a decision reversed but where you were you 5 years ago as a
state, as a local government, and you better start taking care of
the industry you have.
I don't mean you bend over backwards and
give them free rides, you don't.
But what do they need, is it
warehousing, is it help in transportation? It's that panic that
sets in once the announcement's made, what can we do. Generally a
company at that time has already made a decision and there is no
going back on it.
Christie:

It's too late .

Dennis:
It's too late now.
Go ahead,
here ..... I have to charge that phone up.

I

just saw something

Christie: Laugh. Well, first of all, we talked a little bit about
cutbacks that you made to make the company more profitable.
One
thing I was concerned about is, a lot of people talked about
company-sponsored activities that were eliminated and they felt
that really hurt morale.
I was wondering how you felt to balance
economic profitable and morale of your employees?
Dennis:

We didn't cut any activities at all.
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Christie:
Dennis :
Christie :

You didn't?

They were talking a lot about sports .

Those go back 10, 15 years ago .
Yeah .

Maybe it wasn't you.

Dennis :
At one time, all the glass plants had what was called
Owenize clubs . Now they still have Owenize clubs but the Owenize
clubs started during World War II and directly following when there
was no money.
The plant started to give people someplace to go,
they had picnics, they had softball leagues, they had basketball
leagues, and they had bowling leagues, and it wasn't the mobile
community of today so you Rnow people after work would bring their
families.
I remember going to plant picnics as a kid because my
mother worked at the plant and it was the highlight of the whole
summer, was going to the Labor Day picnic. I played on a softball
team when, it was an Owens-Illinois team just not sponsored by
Owens- Illinois but it was an Owens-Illinois industrial leagues, the
Huntington plant won the state championship for years here .
I
mean, wonderful teams, but that was many years ago when those were
done away with .
And what hurt those cause the money has always
been there, was participation .
Christie :

Really?

Dennis:
Yeah.
People don't today, they go home they have other
activities and they don't want to come back .
And to get even a
golf league, we, you couldn't get people to get a golf league
formed .
Bowling, there were still some people that bowled .
Now
during the·winter you know, people wants to do things . As far as
taking money away, the money was there, we helped sponsor picnics
and we would go together with the union and say you know you guys
do this and we'll do this, but as far as a lot of activities, no
they were not . But I can say unequi vically anytime anyone asked me
for money, would come in as a group or something to do something,
I, and by I it's the company's money but I approved it because I
believe when people do things together it carries over into the
workplace .
Christie :

Right, right.

Dennis :
I firmly believe that .
I participated, we tried to get
some volleyball started and you know at my advanced age I went out
there and, you know, you'd play volleyball and stuff just to let
people know just because you're a plant manager you're still a
human being like everyone else. You know, I'm not different than
anyone else .
So it's just not the Huntington plant.
This
happened, a transition I'd say going back as many as 10 years ago.
If you talk to some of the retirees, they have very, very great and
fond memories of what, I don't know if you talked to Ike Effingham,
people like that or who I think is just the greatest people in the
world, these retirees here in Huntington cause they're still very
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active. (yes) They grew up in those days and they, Ike had talked
to me and I said Ike let's, if you could get some of these people
to do, even though he retired he was still a leader in the
community and all, and I said let's do something. We canceled the
Labor Day picnic 2 years ago, people did not want to come for a
free family Labor Day picnic. Out of, at that time I think we had
600 employees, we got maybe 30 or 40 people said they'd come.
Christie:
Anything?
Dennis:
Christie:

So what kind of things did you have that did work?
Well, no, very fe~Christmas?

Dennis: There was, the Owenize club had a Christmas party for the
kids and they passed out some very, but it was a traditional type
thing.
I know the company used to give out turkeys and hams and
the corporation stopped that, probably 10, 15 years ago, they said
no more of this.
Don't ask me why that mandate came out but it
just did. We still had service awards which is a wonderful night
where you honor people with 5, 10, 15, 20, like that clock that
keeps chiming, that's my 25 year award that I got.
You know, we
have a big dinner and people bring their guest and we give awards
and we still did things like that, that was never done away with.
That, the service awards people always felt good about coming to
service awards. It was a night of probably just talking to a lot
of old friends or retirees would come.
Those are the types of
things that continued but as far as getting sports activities and
other activities going, the retirees was the only group that could
keep anything active you know.
Christie:
do?

And you think that because people had other things to

Dennis:
I personally believe that.
This is just not Huntington
like I said. We tried to get some things going in other factories.
The most profitable factory in the company I managed, very small
plant, 300 people, the most profitable, we tried to get, we get
cleanups along the road and it took 2 years before we could get
more than 5 or 6 people at that plant. Here, when I first come you
know, we adopted, you know, the Adopt a Highway program.
Our
recycling, it's called the Big Team here, there was a nucleus of
probably 8 people that did everything. I mean they'd work shifts
when they'd come back and work. But here is a factory of over 600
people and 8 people was on this and we'd go out and cleanup a
roadside and worked our butts off where you could get 25 dr 30 you
could do it in a matter of a couple of hours.
And we always had
pizza and beer after.
But it was, these were people from the
factory and they ·couldn't get their fellow employees to do it.
Sometimes it's attitude Christina, I don't want anything to do with
that plant, I don't anything to do with the company.
One thing
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that I always felt was very pervasive here, and it comes from, I
believe it came from the long standing labor management dislike for
one another in West Virginia, the coal mines, the mentality.
People, they've told me said hey you know you bad as a person but
I'm not coming because I'm union and you're management and, I've
had people tell me that.
We all work for one company.
Well you
know I'm union and you're management. We shouldn't do things like
that.
I'm not saying that was everything because, but I believe
that that was part of it here in Huntington.
The other one's is
what I believe is that people had their own families. They wanted
to go home and go to little league, you know there wasn't little
league back during the war.
There wasn't popcorn and football.
People had things with their families.
I had • difficult time
getting supervisors to come to supervise our gatherings because of
commitments with their family.
Their kids had something after
school, now you know I understand it cause I had things when my
kids were growing up that I had to go to too. It's, the world has
changed and the people that remember these things you know, were
the older employees that had that very good and strong, I don't
consider myself an older employee but I have very strong feelings
yet of the picnics and the sports because I grew up in a community
just like this up in Pennsylvania that was dependent on a glass
plant. But they don't do that anymore either.
Christie: I guess the Owens plant like you're saying like a lot of
other plants used to have a like a much more paternalistic attitude
towards their employees.
Dennis:

Oh, that's a good point.

Christie:
When did you think that changed?
I mean you've been
with the company, I don't mean West Virginia or Huntington but for
25 ...
Dennis:
Christie:
that.

26 years.
26 years.

I mean you've been with the company through

Dennis: Yeah. I believe that it started changing probably in the
70s but it really changed when we were leveraged buyout. When the
bankers take over your business there's no paternalistic attitude
left in the corporation.
Now there, are at a local plant level,
you know, you could still do things, you know.
I would say it
started changing in the 70s. We had some different people running
the businesses and even though they weren't bankers but.
And
again, the world started changing a lot in the 70s too. We are all
victims of the way things happen.
By victims maybe that's too
strong a term but you know we all kind of reap the whole attitude
towards companies and a paternalistic attitude of companies I
believe changed in the 60s.
There has been a lot written on it.
And I'm not into anyone that feels that way but if you go back and
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there's a lot written about the changing industries during the 70s.
Christie:
We talked a little bit about the reasons why the
Huntington plant was chosen to close . You said there was 5 plants
and they were going to close one of them, or were they just 5 that
were shaky?
Dennis:
Well, there were 22 operating plants and the company
figured what the average percent of profitability should be.
Eleven of them fell below that line and eleven of them above it.
And we were the very bottom one of the eleven below it. (wow) And
again, it's not just saying okay that's the last qne knock it off
and this guy is on the bottom. Like I said we put plans together
to try and make it profitable and some of the other factories but
you know we, like the Zainesville, Ohio, plant and the Huntington
plant you know here they are 200 miles apart and both old
antiquated factories and both making liquors for the same industry
but they have a metropolitan base with Columbus right around them,
all the transportation you know. That's, those get to be part of
the decision making process.
Christie: Workers certainly had a perception that it was a choice
between Zainesville and Huntington.
Dennis: No, I don't believe that's true. You know, Zainesville,
Zainesville was on that same list of eleven, they weren't as far
down as we were, there were some other plants down but what, the
reasons Zainesville, our business, the liquor business was moved
there because we wanted to keep it as close as we could to Kentucky
and that part.
That's the reason.
It's an easy perception for
people to draw but it wasn't a choice between the two. There were
some other plants that would have been, the decision between
Huntington and, I'm not going to name them, but Zainesville is not
even yet this day as profitable as it should be.
Christie: Cause you keep mentioning that transportation was like
a major problem.
Dennis:

It is.

Christie: At one point the Huntington plant was self sufficient .
I mean it had its own transportation, own trucking, had its own
carton making and all this.
Dennis: The whole corporation did not just Huntington.
own truck fleet and yeah.
Christie:
Dennis:

This has just been a process of changing?
We could not . ..

End of Tape 1, Side B
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We had our

Dennis: only the exact but I'd say 10 to 12 years ago, maybe it's
12 to 15, the company elected to get out of the fleet business.
That we could go out and buy transportation, you know, buy you
know, contract it, tell Yellow Freight we need a truck, what are
you going to charge us for it, cheaper than maintaining our own
fleet.
Cause you have the upkeep of the fleets, you have to buy
the tractors and the trailers and all the mechanical aspects of it.
And at one time it was probably pretty profitable but it's like,
it's a segment of the business a study was done on and again I
wasn't a plant manager then. But I remember I was out in the West
Coast when this happened and one of the plants out there had a huge
truck fleet and it was eliminated. But, they just made a decision
for transportation that it'was cheaper to go out you know, 12, 15
years ago, 12 years ago I think is pretty close, and contract it
instead of having your own fleet.
Christie:
It does seem like a process of downsizing and now
different parts of the company were just eliminated.
Dennis: Oh it was, and just like with the paper, making their own
corrugated, majority of the plants at one time at Owens-Illinois
had their own corrugated operations, a huge one here in Huntington.
Probably quality wise, one of the best quality suppliers, makers of
paper in the United States.
But as the corporation, about 8, 10
years ago, sold their forestry products division, the whole
division of the company, sold it to Inland Paper.
And then you
know, then we started buying paper and some of the plants still
kept their own corrugated but all of a sudden our corporate buying
power for roll stalk was lost.
We \{no~ longer bought for total
corporation anymore from our own di'vision.
And we were paying
exorbitant prices for roll stalk is the basic paper pulp that's
manufactured that you bring in on these 10 ton rolls and then
manufacture it on through a corrugated process. When I came here
in September of 90, the decision had already been reached to close
the corrugated department but I got to be head of the task of doing
it. It was, the corrugated department here was costing the factory
a million dollars a year in loss. It was losing a million dollars
a year. (wow) And we took all this up front to the people, showed
them it just wasn't you know, just plant manager talk and spilling
a lot of, we took the P & Land brought it out and showed them and
gave the union all the facts and figures, so people would
understand. They didn't like it cause at that time there was only
52 people left but it was still a reduction of 52 people, (right)
which used to have 300 people in it going back 10 years ago .
Christie: And that was one of the first things you had to do when
you came here?
Dennis:
Yeah, yeah it was.
I came in September and closed the
corrugated department in October, (wow) that or the first part of
November, yeah.
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Christie:
Yeah, that is a real, difficult to come in and
immediately layoff 52 people.
And that's just cause, you said
that, I mean it's a loss, you weren't needing the paper products?
Dennis:
No, we needed it.
bottles in.
Christie:

We, you have to buy cartons to put the

But because they sold their forestry ...

Dennis: We couldn't compete competitively the raw material cost is
the clearest way to say it. We were paying a premium and we were
losing a million dollars~ year on our corrugated operation.
By
going to warehouser and buying all of our cartons, we actually
saved the first year a million and two, a million two hundred
thousand dollars. (wow) Now believe me that doesn't, your person
who's worked in that corrugate department for 30 years, you have to
come over to the glass plant and work now.
And somebody in the
glass plant got laid off because somebody over there took their
job. They don't want to hear you say a million and two but that's
business.
Once you meet with everyone and explain why and go
through the emotions and now it's done then it's almost a very hard
cold, it's a business fact, you got to do it. Folks were doing it,
this is when it's going to happen, we've done everything.
And
people don't want to hear you say a million and two a year but, you
know, and that goes to the bottom line. That doesn't mean you make
a million and two, that means you don't lose another additional
million dollars that year.
Christie: Another rumor that I heard, I don' .t think there is any
truth to it, is there was some embezzlement in the plant that
caused part of the financial problems .
Dennis:
No, no.
There was no embezzlement in the plant until
after the plant had closed andr:-¥es one of the employees had, as a
matter of fact he's under indiJ:kment right now by the FBI, where
that will go I don't know but he's ruined for life. But he was a
pilfering a precious metal now by a precious metal it's platinum.
In our operation, our furnaces, we have pieces of electrodes and
they're called thermacouples that measure heat and actual go into
the glass, molten glass, well platinum is the only thing that will
stand up to that.
And so there is a coating of platinum on the
tips and on the wire and these are very heavily controlled in our
company, as they break off or burn out which they will do over a
period of time and then they are collected and sent back to a
refining place in New Jersey and melted down. What's reprocessed
out of it then is put in Owens-Illinois' inventory, well OwensIllinois' corporation .
And as you get additional thermacouples,
electrodes, then that is taken out of that inventory and coded.
The FBI, this is after the factory, come in one day and basically
said that they believed, they have been watching an individual who
has no association with Owens-Illinois, investigating for failure
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to pay taxes and interstate transportation of stolen goods.
And
they feel one of the employees was part of that and I said Oh,
they's no way, not this individual you're telling about.
This
person is very trustworthy, he's been promoted several times. And
over a period of 2 months then I worked with the FBI, we got the
corporate security involved and Owens- Illinois corporation gave
their total support and found out that finally the one, the other
individual that was fencing it, to use a term, and getting it
processed, he copped a plea and implicated the other individual.
And so the individual then, who at this time was working at another
glass plant in the company, just called in and said he wasn't
coming back, come back to Huntington and resigned from the, by that
he resigned at that time a~d then the FBI indfled him through the
state attorney. So, it was messy.
·
Christie:

So this was after December of 93?

Dennis: Oh yeah, yeah, after the closing. Now it had been going
on for a while.
The FBI has been able to deduce and track back.
But I don't know this officially but we're, from what I've been
told you're looking at $200,000 max over a four year period.
So
that's not going to cause a factory to close. Yeah, does it hurt
a factory, does it hurt people you, you know it personally hurt me
because I trusted this individual but as far as that being a
determination, no. I think that 200,000 because at any given time
these thermacouples you never have that much actually on premise
for someone to break off and steal. The potential is there to do
but great amounts of money, no. Now $200,000 is nothing to sneeze
at but over four years, you're not talking about that much money.
(right) That is factually you know, all the embezzlement that was
ever, I'm aware of in recent ...
Christie:
Dennis:

Was that ever in the newspapers?
Huh, huh.

Huh, huh.

Christie:
I never heard anything about it.
Somehow the rumor
mill got it and a lot of workers heard about it.
Dennis: Well, you know and again, when FBI is involved in things
you know it's not like a local police bust or something so and
again as a corporation all we was worried about and you know, I've
honestly surprised that it hasn't gotten to the press. You know,
I get phone calls from the press all the time wanting to know about
the plant, is there anything going on with it, is the company going
to sell it. But every time I keep thinking they're going to ask me
about this because I have to take a no comment position. And you
know this is not breaking that from what I'm supposed to be doing
but I want to answ~r your questions. There are some employees that
have heard about because I've been asked you know, I go down to the
plant cause I still have responsibility for the factory, and so I
go down to the plant and generally on Saturdays, when we're done
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here I'll go down for awhile.
But I have, we still have some
people working down there and they will ask me about it.
Christie:

So what's going on in the plant right now?

Dennis: Well, we're just still sending out materials, machinery,
and that.
Christie:

Just cleaning it up.

Dennis:
Yeah, there is a crew of five people down there.
The
assistant plant engineer Charlie Bets is still working. And if you
haven't talked to him, he 1 s one you should talk to, he's a neat
guy.
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:

Oh yeah, laugh.
And then five of the, five maintenance mechanics.
How did you decide who was staying and who wasn't?

Dennis:
Well, the hourly people, they're the five most senior
people left in the plant.
(okay) So they were done by seniority
and Charlie I handpicked him.
He's a local guy, come up through
the ranks here, started as an apprentice and became a mechanic and
he's just the salt of the earth.
So when I went on, there was
probably about 10, 15 people when I left, when I went on this other
assignment they asked who I should put in charge and I picked
Charlie. He's very trustworthy.
Since he is local and he wasn't
interested, he could've moved and been promoted into another plant
if he wanted to leave, he's that good as an engineer.
But he
wanted to stay here.
His family's here, his grandkids are here.
He is 53 years old, he said it was just to late in life to leave.
Christie: There's a lot of people that were very close to getting
their 30 y_e ars. And a lot of plants have extended and given people
extra time, why didn't this plant do that?
Dennis: Well the plant can't. It's a union contract. By that I'm
not saying, but the union contract says 30 years you get this or
you get that.
And anything you do for one you must do for all
under a bargaining agreement. There, we worked as many people as
we could even after the plant closed to help some people get their
30 years in.
See that's, other people don't know that and they
say, we worked some people that I wasn't supposed to work just so,
I was supposed to have x number of people 'til this date well, I
kept ten people extra so they could get their 30 years in.
They
needed like 2 more months.
Christie:
Right.
Yeah,
less than 6 months away.

I talked to a few people who were like
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Dennis:
Yeah.
But you got to work them someplace and see, you
just can't give it to them.
Christie: I think other plants have done that, not Owens I don't
mean necessarily but they've extended giving everyone an extra, I
don't know, 6 months or a year to make sure the people who were
very close to getting ...
Dennis: Okay, but if you do that, what about the person then that
still needs 6 months.
(right) What you have to do Christina is
you have to cut it off. You did an exhaustive study of who needed,
who was close to here, here, here, and here.
And believe me
whatever you do, you' re going to treat someone in their mind
unfairly and it will be. So, you know you have someone that says
I needed 6 more months well, if you moved it out 6 months and gave
them then you're going to have someone before that needed a year
all of a sudden they only need 6 months. (right) And we had that,
the people that needed a month, the people that needed 2 months,
people at 3 months, we extended those out.
See, the company did
that.
The people, even after that, there was some that needed a
couple of weeks, some of them that needed a couple of months, I did
that myself because we still had some work to do.
So, I worked
them out of seniority.
I told the union, you file a grievance
you're going to hurt these people. Because other people said wait
a minute, I want to work, why is this person working, they are a
junior. Well the reason they are working is they need 2 months to
get their 30 years in. (right) So the union helped me on, by help
me they helped their own membership, but it's a sad thing to say is
that no matter what you do the line's got to be drawn because
you're going to keep going out because we have all different levels
of people with seniority.
Christie: Right. The way the timing worked out, two of the men I
talked to that were within like 6 months, apparently blacks weren't
hired to early 60s and not one single black received retirement, 30
year retirement.
Dennis:
Christie:

Oh we've had lots of blacks retire from this plant.
The 30 year?

Dennis: Yeah. Maybe not during this reduction but they were black
men who retired from the company, here in Huntington.
Christie:
Dennis:

Really?
Oh yeah, yeah.

Christie: These people weren't, in fact one of these men was, said
he was one of the first to ever get hired at the plant and he
didn't get his and he was within like 6 months.
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Dennis: That could be.
I mean he may have been one of the first
blacks but he may have been laid off over the years too. But there
have been people, black people that have retired.
You know, the
population in this town is minimum. And quite frankly, this is a
very prejudice town in total.
And I believe that that was very
pervasive in our plant for a long time too. As a matter of fact,
one day just rummaging around I found some signs that said, black
restroom and white restroom, signs stuck in a corner. It amazed me
that it was still going on here in the 60s in Huntington West
Virginia.
Christie:
Well, from what I understand,
equally opportunity in this plant.

they were forced to do

Dennis: Oh, they were, in this plant. Yeah, they had an effective
class females and minorities.
And it was just, I think about 10
years ago in the 80s and again, it was before my time, but I held
different jobs in the company even in Toledo and I think it was in
the 80s sometime when that effective class designation was lifted
from the atomic, at that time the atomic energy commission.
But
yeah, this was an old red-neck plant. It really was.
(Yeah) But
as far as individuals, there have been blacks actually retire, Now
out of this actual closing, what the gentleman was telling you was
probably true, I can't dispute that.
Christie:
Dennis:

But in this particular Huntington plant?
What's that?

Christie:
There have been blacks that have retired from this
particular plant, I need to find out some statistics on that cause
just because he said he was one of the first ever get hired and he
was the most senior person there and he hasn't gotten his.
Of
course the 60s to the 90s it's just that 30 years you know, I mean
you could barely make your 30 years if you got hired in the early
60s.
Dennis:
Well, yeah, the plant closed in 93.
And so you know
everything was through 93 so you know but again, you got to look
what department did he work in, was he laid off, cause when a
person is laid off they don't continue to draw a time, that's
underneath their bargaining agreement. So I can't answer that but
there were, and again I don't think I'm telling you something
wrong, but I'm pretty certain that there have been some black, and
I don't believe females, but I think there have been some black
males that worked in other departments that actually retired prior
to this closing. (okay) Okay, that would be pretty easy to check
on.
I don't have it with me, but, I'm, the reason I'm saying is,
I tell you what the retiree group could give you the best, you
know, Ike or somebody, because they keep excellent records and all
the retirees join their retirement group.
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Christie:
blacks.
Dennis:

Yeah.

But on our list of retirees they weren't any

Not, just recent retirees or are you going back in time?

Christie:
No.
Back in time.
But the people who actually got
their 30 year retirement. I don't mean people that retired early
or left early. But you know like I said it is very difficult, it's
been very difficult to try and get a complete list of people, I
mean it has been hard.
Dennis: Did you try our corporate offices in Toledo? Cause they
are the ones, our retirement department should be able to supply
that to you.
Christie:
I may check on that.
I have not been the only person
working on it so I don't know who to check with and who they
haven't.
Dennis:
That's a suggestion, cause here locally see, all of the
records went up to Toledo, Sandy Peterson, you know, you have
talked to Sandy. You know, Sandy is the one that, Sandy could just
about name people.
She's unbelievable, I mean Sandy can go back
through and name people that have retired at the top of her head.
But all of her records and you know, and everything I know has been
all sent up to Toledo. So, before you can actually, before I could
give you anything definite, I'd want to make sure you had facts to
deal with.
Christie: Certainly, certainly. I just didn't know what you were
aware of and what you weren't and ..... .
Dennis:
No, and again, I believe Owens-Illinois in the last 20
years here in Huntington, went out of their way to hire females and
minorities and actually promote them as much as possible.
Christie:
Dennis:

Do you think so?
I really do, I really do.

Now I'm ...

Christie: Cause you said you still only had one black woman that
was in the management, it was hard to work here.
Dennis: They were people that wouldn't take jobs here too, because
of the prejudice.
Christie:

From other plants, you mean transfers?

Dennis: No, from in-house here, in the plant. And the other thing
is that you don't ·put someone in a job because they're minority.
But there were people factually, both females and minorities that
were put into what we developed training or grooming jobs where
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people can get used to working.
And the union, at times, would
fight us on that because they weren't the most senior. The people,
at times, because they were females or minorities just put them
through hell. It was a very prejudice area. And people would take
exception to that, but it is a fact and I think the whole community
if it ever took a look in its own eyes would admit that. But in
the plant it was, I was very surprised about a lot of the prejudice
and I was very surprised about the few number of minorities in the
factory.
And when we did hire, we worked with the state
departments of employment and actually requested blacks, for them
to be interviewed. And, this is all matter of record so it's just
not me saying it, it's all matter of record with the state
department of employment s'ervices. But it's unbelievable the few
number of blacks that ever really applied and I would say just
about unequali vely any that applied unless there was a problem
whether they be white or black that made no difference but unless
there was a problem those people were hired.
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:

Were they other races, any Asian or Indian?
There was some Indian.

Asian ...

Latino, anything like that?

Dennis: No, no Latino. I believe we had you know, it was a couple
of Asian~ and I'm fairly certain that they were full, full Asian.
Indian, I think we had one Indian.
You know, the minority
population, we've done all the demographics and we had to file
paper work every year. The one area that I felt we were always
deficient was quite frankly, females.
I felt but I think that's
from a demographic stand point when you have a, your factory is
almost 40% female and you only have you know, one female foreman at
that time and you got a problem.
So we, we worked on that over
that 3 year period. But the population other than when school was
in session, you know Marshall, is extremely low and again, all of
the other Asian areas now, not Asian the most recent one we got
from the state a couple of years ago, the .... the one population
that went up was, I'm not talking about living here, I'm just
talking off the top of my head now, I can't remember some of this
but it was the ........ Indian Pakistan population had increased
pretty significantly for part of the country you wouldn't think
that had it. Now, no we did not have any of that population in our
plant.
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:
Dennis:

You didn't have any?
No, no.
You diqn't?
Did not.
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You said you had one Indian,

Christie:
Indian?
Dennis:

was

that an American

American Indian, excuse me, yeah.

Christie:
Well, that's alright.
I just wanted to clarify, one
American Indian.
Well, I'm just about done.
What was the
severance package, was it different from management and hourly
workers?
Dennis:
Yeah.
The severance package was negotiated for the
bargaining unit employees. And that's done with the international
union and representative 'management.
And that was negotiated
primarily on years of service and job level and it got to be just
about 12, every individual got about, up to 1200 hours after base
rate.
And the severance package for salaried people is a policy
statement whether a plant closes or a person loses their job
through no fault of their own and that's published.
And that's
predicated on years of service and it goes up to, an increment
starting at 2 years with the company up till 19 years.
Nineteen
years and above you get 6 months of pay. So ...
Christie: It seems like the biggest discrepancy that hurt a lot of
people was a lack of a medical benefits but that's negotiated?
Dennis:
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:

That is negotiated.
Did that ever exist with the company?
No.
The hourly workers never had any kind of medical,
Oh yeah, yeah.
after they retired?

Dennis:
Yes.
They got, they got some benefits but it's very
meager.
And I know they've been working through negotiations in
the glass industry just not Owens-Illinois, 'cause their's is an
international union that covers all the glass industry.
They've
been working with all the industries to get coverage for retirees.
And you know, we through the negotiations you know the benefit,
their insurance was covered for a while after they retired but it's
not like having insurance when you're a retiree. You know, this
was to help the trend. This part of the severance is a transition
up from to 6 months, if they paid for it at a reduced rate. And
the same is with the salaried, part of the salaried package is, if
a person loses their job through no fault of their own and they
have a combination of 80, of age and years of service and it's
called a reduction of forces then they can get their insurance
extended 6 months.
But again, that's a policy statement versus
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negotiating something with the union.
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:

There's more than one union though, right?
There were 3.
Three?

Dennis: Well, two .... two unions the automatic machine department
and the glass molders in all were ... the P & M, production
maintenance are all part of one international union.
That's the
glass molders union. So two of them were under one international
union . The other union was the AFGWU which is the American Flint
Glass Workers International Union. And that was a very small ...
Christie:
Dennis:

Was there any difference between the -company policies?
No.

Those were identical.

Christie: Like did you ... relations the company had was it better
or worse with one union and another?
Dennis:
Christie:

No, no.

They were identical.

That's suicide.

Yeah.

Dennis :
No.
They were ... they were, even though they were
negotiated separately they were identical and the unions know that.
Yeah. You cannot, in a negotiations on something like this, treat
one party better or worse than the other, you will get yourself in
an unfair labor practice in a heartbeat.
Christie:

Yeah.

Dennis: And rightfully so. You shouldn't treat one group better
than another when it comes to a plant closing. Now in a contract
negotiations, if one group would negotiate ten cents more a hour
than the other one that is a different story but in a plant closing
like this, the severance agreements were identical.
Christie:
Okay.
But during
differences between the unions.
Dennis:

your

years

there,

there

were

In pay?

Christie: In just the negotiations.
each union.

I mean it was, it was up to

Dennis:
Oh yeah,.each union, yeah.
And again, those are, those
are national negotiations, they're not done locally.
The, when
they have them every three years or every five years whatever it
is, each of the unions send a representative but the international
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union negotiates it with the member companies.
Christie:
Dennis:

I see.
So, those are, nothing is negotiated locally.

Christie:
You said right now there are clearing out the plant,
just moving the equipment. Who owns the plant right now?
Dennis:
Christie:

We do.

Owens-Illinois does.

Owens still own.s it.

Are they trying to sell it?

Dennis:
Yes and no.
The plant has been appraised, we appraised
the plant, we know what the going market value is. It is listed,
it is not being actively marketed . The State of West Virginia and
the City of Huntington have asked our company to donate the plant
and the properties, there is 42 acres and I think about 24 under
roof, to the state and or local economic development authority so
that it can be used then to basically develop an industrial park
and develop, and induce other industries to come in.
Owens
Illinois, about three weeks ago, gave the city $75,000 check to
defray the cost of an engineering .... approach towards from a firm
that I think (inaudible) to see what the facility could be used
for.
We had one of our corporate officers fly in, it was in the
paper but he met the Mayor and Jerry McDonald and someone from the
Governor's office, Roland Phelps from, manager of economic
development for the state. And they walked through the plant and
they gave them a $75,000 check for this study.
Christie :

But Owens really doesn't have any use for it?

Dennis: No, we have no use for it . Some of the plants we closed
over the years in metropolitan areas they use now is warehouse
distribution but you got to have transportation to, and there's no
customers in this area to distribute goods to so that could never
happen here. We have no use for it . We own it, we pay the taxes
on it, we are maintaining it, we still have security people there.
And the security people is not to keep stuff from going out because
there is nothing there, it is to keep someone from coming in and
getting hurt.
Kids love to play in old industrial things and
that's a big problem for us.
(right, right) There have been some
people look at it, want to buy part of it. They might one to buy
one of these buildings and the company ... you know, you can't start
chopping it up because it would become a ... it would just not do
anyone any good the way that it is ... because it's, it's, it's
really land locked with everything that's around it. Honestly, my
hopes that the company does donate it to the state or the city and
something good ... ·
Christie:

And they could solicit new companies to come in.
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Dennis:
Well, they would come in and actually develop it as an
industrial park.
See, the Charleston West Virginia plant, which
closed 25 years ago now, the company donated that to the state and
there's a beautiful industrial park over there right now and you'd
never know it used to be a glass plant . But it's a, that used to
be the site of where, that one big industrial park over in
Charleston, where the Owens Illinois plant used to be. So, the
Governor and the Mayor and other dignitaries have made reqest in
writing to our chairman and I believe there is an opportunity
there. I don't have any say in it, I wish I did. Because I'd like
to see it happen because this city desperately needs to get some
other industries. It would be probably be smaller industries and
again with 42 acres and an industrial park but, it's got rail
facilities there and everything, but there going to have to work
and getting transportation. Whatever type of companies they bring
are going to need trucking too to get their goods either in or out .
(right) So that's, but right now we own it, we're responsible for
it, we're paying taxes, caring insurance and all that stuff.
Christie:
weekend?

And you go in there about every weekend or every other

Dennis:
Yeah, about every weekend, yeah.
Just to stop by.
I
still have responsibility for it.
That's one reason I'm still
living here and traveling. I travel now.
Christie:
Dennis:
Christie:

So you'll be leaving when that one's completely sold?
Yes, yeah.
And where are you working now?

Dennis: I'm on an engineer, we're re-engineering, going through a
re-engineering study and implementation in our company.
And I'm
part of that re-engineering team. So ...
Christie:

But you travel, you're not located in another plant?

Dennis:
No, no I travel right now.
Yeah, I just, I visit
different locations and actually doing the implementation, the
engineering study. I'm assisting other plant managers because of
my background and all of that to help with this.
Christie: Well, that's all the questions I have but I just wanted
to give you the opportunity if there is anything I didn't ask that
you wanted to say or explain or anything, I mean like anything
else.
Dennis: No, I think you asked, I really didn't know what I could
add to this so it was kind of interesting process for me too with
what you were looking for.
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Christie: Yeah, try to do an overview of, different people have
different points of views of what is going on.
Dennis:

Oh -yeah, and always will.

Christie: Yeah, it's inevitable. So well, thank you very much.
Dennis: Well, you're very welcome.
End of interview
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